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ARRILLAGA ET AL.

Sea breeze (SB) frontal passages, the relevant factors influencing their formation and their
interaction with local turbulence, are analyzed. To proceed, numerical simulations from the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model are compared with a comprehensive observational database from
the Cabauw Experimental Site for Atmospheric Research site, spanning a 10-year period (January 2001 to
December 2010). The fine horizontal resolution of 2 km and the replication of the observational vertical
levels allow for a more precise comparison. An algorithm based on objective and strict criteria was applied
to both observations and simulations to select the SB events. By carrying out a filter-by-filter comparison,
we find that the simulated large-scale conditions show a good rate of coincidence with the reanalysis
(69%). Small biases in the large-scale wind direction, however, induce important deviations in the
surface-wind evolution. Regarding mesoscale forcings, the land-sea temperature gradient is overestimated
in average up to 4 K, producing stronger SB fronts in WRF. The analysis of the SB characteristics and
impacts is carried out by classifying the events into three boundary-layer regimes (convective, transition,
and stable) based on the value of the sensible-heat flux at the SB onset. The stronger SB in the model leads
to enhanced turbulence particularly in the convective and transition regimes: The friction velocity, for
instance, is overstated by around 50% at the SB onset. In addition, the arrival of the SB front enhances the
stable stratification and gives rise to faster afternoon and evening transitions compared with situations
solely driven by local atmospheric turbulence.

1. Introduction
The evolution of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) in coastal areas is influenced by the sea breeze
(SB) circulation, which is dominant during the warmest months of the year when the synoptic forcing is
quiescent and the insolation important. In particular, the SB has been widely investigated due to its influence
on the diffusion of pollutants (Borge et al., 2008; Clappier et al., 2000; Papanastasiou, Melas & Lissaridis
2010), the generation of wind energy offshore (Archer et al., 2014; Seroka et al., 2018; Steele et al., 2013),
convection and precipitation (Azorín-Molina et al., 2014; Comin et al., 2015), the transport and recirculation
of relevant gases (Ahmadov et al., 2007; Gangoiti et al., 2001; Hernádez-Ceballos et al., 2015; Zahorowski
et al., 2008), and the forecasting of maximum temperatures in coastal regions during hot spells (Meir et al.,
2013; Papanastasiou, Melas, Bartzanas et al., 2010). Around 40% of the population lives within 100 km of
the coast (SEDAC, 2019); therefore, the understanding and adequate representation of the SB in mesoscale
numerical models are highly relevant.
Numerical experiments have indeed contributed to further understand these mesoscale phenomena, since
they provide information about their vertical and spatial extent not covered by the available observations.
Mesoscale models, however, fail in reproducing accurately the SB, mainly due to the inadequate representation of turbulence in the ABL (Crosman & Horel, 2010), and in particular the morning (Jiménez, Simó
et al. 2016) and afternoon/evening transition periods (Couvreux et al., 2016). In general, little attention has
been paid to exploring the impact of the simulated local turbulence on the characteristics of the reproduced
sea breeze-front (SBF) passages and, in turn, how local turbulence responds to the arrival of the SBF. Furthermore, despite the SB investigations have frequently been constrained to near-shore areas, the SB has
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been detected as far as few hundred km-s inland (Hu & Xue, 2016; Soler et al., 2014). As a consequence, the
inland-progressing SBF encounters evolving local-turbulence conditions, which influence its characteristics
as well as its impacts.
In response to the need of a further knowledge about the interconnection between the SB and
local-turbulence conditions, Arrillaga et al. (2018) carried out a comprehensive analysis of SB characteristics
under different ABL regimes during the afternoon and evening transition (AET). For that, they employed
a 10-year observational database from the Cabauw Experimental Site for Atmospheric Research (CESAR)
site (the Netherlands), with surface and upper-atmospheric measurements at various vertical levels up to
200 m, providing a complete description of the lower atmosphere. Earlier, Jiménez, de Arellano, et al. (2016)
analyzed the contributions to the ABL wind profile by using the same observational database combined
with numerical simulations from the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model spanning the 10-year
period. They focused on the role of a mesoscale contribution in the wind veering different from the SBF: the
near-coastal diurnal acceleration, which occurs prior to the SBF and with a further-inland extent. In this
work, and extending the above-mentioned previous investigations, we study in depth the well-defined SBF
passages from the numerical simulations. The methodology from Arrillaga et al. (2018) is followed to analyze their representation in the model, focusing on their characteristics and the interaction with turbulence
during the AET.
In Arrillaga et al. (2018) the passage of a well-defined SBF is identified, under favorable synoptic and
mesoscale conditions, from a sudden shift to an onshore wind direction and the stationarity of the wind
vector in this last direction for few hours (Borne et al., 1998). Large databases require a powerful objective
technique in order to select SB occurrences based on fixed parameters, so that their analysis is independent
of subjective choices. The use of such objective detection methods has been implemented in some investigations. Hughes and Veron (2018), for instance, applied objective algorithms to select SB occurrences from
long observational and numerical databases, based on specific criteria for the mesoscale forcings and the
frontal wind veering. They employed different techniques to select the events from the observations and
from the numerical simulations: In the observations, they compared a station affected and a reference station
not affected by the SB, whereas in the simulations, they computed the average wind vector within sample cells. In this work, however, we employ the same algorithm applied to observations to select SB events
from the WRF database. In this way, we are able to evaluate how the synoptic, mesoscale, and local forcings that lead to SB formation are represented in the model. There are plenty of investigations that evaluate
the relevant influence of for instance the synoptic flow on SB characteristics (Mestayer et al., 2018; Seroka
et al., 2018; Steele et al., 2013), but as a result of using fixed thresholds, we infer the existence of systematic
biases or patterns giving rise to discrepancy in the model. More adequate representations of these forcings
are fundamental to achieve precise forecasts of SB phenomena and their implications in the ABL at coastal
regions.
The main goals of this analysis are hence to assess the following:
1. The spatial scales of the physical mechanisms that give rise to consistency or discrepancy in the objective
SB selection between the observations and the WRF model.
2. The performance of the WRF model in reproducing the afternoon and evening SBFs and their interaction
with turbulence under different ABL regimes.
The robust study of SB occurrences is carried out thanks to the long and complete observational and numerical databases, which allow a consistent validation of the model. This article is structured as follows. Section 2
describes these data and the selection algorithm used to select the SB events. The large-scale, mesoscale,
and local forcings influencing the SB detection are evaluated in section 3. In section 4 we analyze the performance of WRF in reproducing the observed SB features for different ABL regimes and their impacts on
local turbulence. We finish with the conclusions and future prospects of the analysis.

2. Method
2.1. Data
First, we have an observational database of 10 years (January 2001 to December 2010) from the CESAR
in the Netherlands, which is part of the 3-D Ruisdael observational facility (Ruisdael-Observatory, 2019).
It is located at approximately 50 km from the sea in a flat area (see Figure 1). Measurements were
ARRILLAGA ET AL.
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taken at various vertical levels along a 213-m tower (2, 10, 20, 40, 80,
140, and 200 m), with an average time of 10 min. Eddy-covariance
measurements were also carried out at different levels, but only the
surface-turbulence measurements are validated for the 10-year data.
Details about the corrections and postprocessing of high-frequency data
are given in Bosveld (2017). Data from the tower are complemented with
the mixing-layer height (MLH) from a wind profiler, which estimates the
ABL height. Further specifications about this observational database can
also be consulted in Arrillaga et al. (2018), from now on AR18.

Figure 1. Topographical map of the area surrounding the CESAR site,
which is indicated with a black asterisk. The name of the nearby seas and
the smallest domain from the numerical simulations (D4) are also shown.

Numerical simulations from the WRF model spanning the same 10-year
period are compared with the observations. In order to carry out an
objective comparison, the simulated data corresponding to missing observational data were removed from the 10-year data set. The missing data
range from none (0%) in the case of for instance the wind speed to 1.4% in
the case of the specific humidity. Moreover, the 10-min observations were
adapted to 1-hr time resolution in order to be consistent with the time
resolution from the numerical simulations. To prevent smoothing of the
observed trends, the adaptation was performed by choosing the hourly
observational data, not by calculating hourly means. In particular, within
each hourly interval the average value corresponding to the first 10-min
window was chosen.

2.2. WRF Model
The model (Version 3.4.1) is configured with four nested domains, which have a three to one spatial resolution (see Jiménez, de Arellano et al., 2016, for further specifications). The outputs of the numerical
simulations are recorded every hour, and the smallest domain of the model configuration is centered at the
CESAR site (see Figure 1), having a horizontal resolution of 2 km. The distribution of vertical levels (36 in
total) is standard, with finer resolution near the surface to follow the observational levels of measurements
(6 up to 200 m).
The runs are carried out every 48 hr, with the first 24 hr being the spin-up time. This strategy is adopted
with the goal of not deviating considerably from the large-scale conditions prescribed from the ERA-Interim
reanalysis at 0.75◦ × 0.75◦ resolution, which is employed as initial and boundary conditions in the simulations. Further specifications about the modeling configuration can be found in Jiménez, de Arellano et al.
(2016), where the numerical experiment is described. A summary of the model configuration is shown in
Table 1.
The employed ABL scheme is YSU, a first-order closure scheme with a countergradient term to account
for the nonlocal mixing (Hong et al., 2006). As concluded in the works from Challa et al. (2009), Steele
et al. (2013), and Arrillaga et al. (2016), this scheme provides an adequate and less-biased representation
of the SB compared to other ABL schemes. Regarding the land-surface model (LSM), the five-layer model
Table 1
WRF Model Setting
WRF configuration and physics
Central point
Horizontal resolution (km)
Vertical resolution
Initial and boundary conditions
Longwave physics

Value

Reference

51.97◦ N, 4.93◦ E
4 nested domains (54; 18; 6; 2)
36 eta levels (6 in the first 200 m)
ERA Interim (6 h)
RRTM (Rapid Radiative

Mlawer et al. (1997)

Transfer Model)
Shortwave physics

Dudhia

Dudhia (1989)

Microphysics

WSM-6-class

Hong and Lim (2006)

Surface physics

5-layer model

Dudhia (1996)

YSU

Hong et al. (2006)

ABL scheme
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Table 2
Statistical Evaluation of the SB Algorithm Applied to Observations and Numerical Simulations During the
10 Analyzed Years (1,230 Days in Total Corresponding to the Warm Period)
Filter

Description

Variable

#(obs.)

#(WRF)

#(coinc.)

%(coinc.)
84

1

Synoptic wind

V850

382

377

320

2

Synoptic fronts

Δ𝜃e,850 ∕Δt

326

282

226

69

3

Precipitation

pp

267

202

168

63

4

Thermal gradient

ΔTsea,land

209

201

132

63

5

Frontal passage

𝛼10′

75

55

21

28

Note. First column indicates the filter number; second column a short description of each filter; third
column the variable evaluated; fourth column the number of days from the observational database that
pass each filter; fifth column the number of days from WRF simulations that pass each filter; sixth column
the coincident days between the observational and numerical databases; and, finally, seventh column the
percentage of the coincident days with respect to the observational database. For further specifications
about the criteria of each filter, we refer the reader to AR18

is employed instead of more sophisticated schemes such as Noah (Chen & Dudhia, 2001). The employed
LSM is a five-layer soil-temperature model (Dudhia, 1989), which fixes the soil-moisture content for either
the extended summer and winter seasons. Before running the 10-year numerical simulation, we carried out
sensitivity experiments comparing the performance of the Noah and five-layer LSM-s for few representative
case studies (not shown). The results showed that Noah only slightly improved the representation of the
sensible-heat (SH) flux under convective conditions, whereas the LH flux was more unadequately reproduced. On the other hand, other works evaluating model parameterizations, in particular the study in a
coastal environment from Zhong et al. (2007), shows that the Noah scheme, compared with the five-layer
scheme, does not result in better predictions of the PBL structure, its evolution, and the developing local
circulations. More specifically, worse predictions of the turbulent fluxes are obtained. A more biased representation of the LH flux with the Noah scheme is also found in the study from Sastre et al. (2015). Hence,
for climatological or semiclimatological studies such as the present study it is useful employing a rather
simple LSM.
2.3. SB Selection
SB days are selected by employing the SB algorithm defined in AR18, which applies to data five different
filters based on objective criteria. Filters 1 and 2 evaluate the synoptic conditions at the level of 850 hPa. The
first one assures that the wind speed does not exceed 6 m/s, and the second one evaluates the equivalent
potential temperature to discard the days that show a synoptic cold-front passage (a decrease greater than
1.5 K in 6 hr). Filters 3 and 4 apply to mesoscale factors at the surface: The former rejects the days in which
precipitation is greater than 0.1 mm, and the latter assures that a minimum sea-land temperature gradient is
exceeded (2 K). Finally, Filter 5 requires a local wind veering to an onshore direction followed by a period of
a slight variability around that direction, identified as the frontal passage. All the specifications about each
filter are provided in AR18.
The same criteria are applied to observations and WRF simulations. In that way, the SB databases obtained
from the model and observations are comparable in a consistent way. Besides, the comparison enables us to
analyze which factors, either related with the synoptic scale, mesoscale, or local scale, are responsible for
the differences revealed. The filtering is carried out in the warm period (May, June, July, and August), when
the land-sea temperature difference is large enough as to produce these mesoscale phenomena (Jiménez,
de Arellano et al., 2016), provided that synoptic conditions are not dominant. By exploring each filter individually, we are able to distinguish how the different meteorological conditions influence the SB formation. The
comparison of the WRF simulations with the observations helps in identifying which processes and interactions are adequately reproduced, which can lead to improved forecasts in numerical weather prediction
models.

3. Factors Affecting the SB Detection
The algorithm is applied to the variables obtained from WRF using the same thresholds from AR18. We show
in Table 2 the statistics of how each filter of the algorithm performs when applied to both observations and
ARRILLAGA ET AL.
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Table 3
Number of BR, CC, WR, and OR Days in Each Filter
Filter

#BR (%)

#CC (%)

#WR (%)

#OR (%)

1

791 (64%)

320 (26%)

62 (5%)

57 (5%)

2

23 (7%)

226 (64%)

72 (20%)

33 (9%)

3

29 (10%)

168 (44%)

51 (18%)

30 (11%)

4

1 (1%)

132 (69%)

0 (0%)

57 (30%)

5

76 (34%)

21 (9%)

70 (31%)

58 (26%)

Note. BR = both rejected; CC = coincident; WR = WRF rejected; OR = observations rejected. The percentages with respect to the sum of all the events for
each filter are also shown.

WRF. All synoptic/large scale, mesoscale, and local (with a spatial scale of few km or less) factors, as well
as the representation of the physical processes in the model, are responsible for the differences observed.
The filter-by-filter comparison for the different factors is carried out by analyzing four groups of events: the
coincident (CC) days, that is, the coincident days that pass each filter in the observational and numerical
databases; the observations-rejected (OR) days, that is, the days that are rejected by the observations but pass
the filter in the simulations; the WRF-rejected (WR) days, that is, the days that are rejected in the numerical
database but pass the filter in the observations; and, finally, the both-rejected (BR) days, that is, the days that
are rejected by both numerical and observational databases in each filter. The number of days resulting for
each group in each filter is indicated in Table 3. Note that the CC days (Column 3 in Table 3) are included
in the sixth column in Table 2.
3.1. Synoptic Scale
After applying the first two filters, which are related to the synoptic scale, around 69% of the filtered days
are CC. This result reveals that the simulated large-scale conditions are slightly biased with respect to
the large-scale conditions from the reanalysis. ERA-Interim reanalysis is employed in the observations to
account for the large-scale conditions at 850 hPa, which has a horizontal resolution of 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ . Note
that the same reanalysis is used as initial and boundary conditions for the numerical simulations (see
Table 1), but in this case with a 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ resolution, in contrast to the 0.75◦ × 0.75◦ resolution employed
for the model initialization. The outputs of the numerical simulations from Domain 2 are employed for the
comparison with the reanalysis in Figures 2–5, since they have the closest horizontal resolution (18 × 18 km)
to that of the reanalysis.
To analyze whether the rejection/acceptance in Filter 1 is associated with consistent spatial patterns, we
represent in Figure 2 composite maps of the wind speed at 850 hPa for the BR, CC, WR, and OR days.
Averages are calculated considering the daytime values from the reanalysis (6, 12, and 18 UTC). Figure 3
shows the wind roses at 850 hPa for the same group of events, also considering the values at 6, 12, and
18 UTC.
In the BR days (791 in total) the spatial pattern that gives rise to rejection (V850 > 6 m/s) is very similar in
the reanalysis and WRF simulations (Figures 2a and 2b), with a maximum wind speed of up to 10 m/s in
the dutch coast and prevailing WSW directions (Figures 3a and 3b). The variability of the wind speed is also
high, with a standard deviation of up to 5–6 m/s. In these situations dominated by the intense synoptic wind,
the SBF does not reach Cabauw, and the thermally driven winds are masked by the large scale. In fact, the
resolution of the model is enough to describe realistically the coastal wind pattern in the lower atmosphere.
WRF simulations also show a good correspondence with the observations for the 320 CC days (Figures 2c
and 2d). An average wind speed minimum of around 4 m/s results in the area surrounding Cabauw, with
a small standard deviation, illustrating the consistency of this spatial pattern. These days represent the situations with the weakest large-scale wind in Cabauw and are well illustrated in the reanalysis and WRF
simulations. The wind direction is variable and with approximately equal frequencies of all the directions
(Figures 3c and 3d). The 62 WR days, however, show contrasting spatial patterns. The reanalysis data display a wind-speed minimum in the area of Cabauw (Figure 2e), not as clear as in the CC days, but in any
case contrasting with the local maximum (of up to 7.5 m/s in Cabauw) that is observed in the WRF database.
The standard deviation is also slightly greater (∼1 m/s) in the model. With respect to the wind directions,
ARRILLAGA ET AL.
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Figure 2. Composite maps of the wind speed at 850 hPa, from reanalysis data (left) and WRF simulations (right), for
different groups of events: both-rejected (BR), coincident (CC), WRF-rejected (WR), and observations-rejected (OR)
days in Filter 1. The averages are computed from the values at 6, 12, and 18 UTC. The number of events of each group
is included in brackets. The gray contours with the labels represent the standard deviation of the composites.
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Figure 3. Wind roses at 850 hPa, from reanalysis data (left) and WRF simulations (right), for different groups of events:
both-rejected (BR), coincident (CC), WRF-rejected (WR), and observations-rejected (OR) days in Filter 1. Note that
they represent values at 6, 12, and 18 UTC. The number of events of each group is included in brackets.
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they are very similar in the reanalysis and the model. On the other hand, the WRF database shows a local
wind-speed minimum in the area of Cabauw on the 57 OR days, which is not displayed by the reanalysis. The
reanalysis, in fact, shows a wind speed in Cabauw, which is very close to the threshold for this filter (6 m/s),
with a slightly greater standard deviation (≃1 m/s). The directions, again, show a fair correspondence. In
this case, however, the SW directions prevail, with evident stronger intensities in the reanalysis. Therefore,
the discrepancy of the model in this filter seems to arise from almost equally frequent overestimations (for
WR) and underestimations (for OR) of the large-scale wind of up to 2 m/s in average, even though the representation of the large-scale wind is in general adequate. In fact, the percentage of CC-BR days (90%) is
markedly greater than of WR-OR days (10%), as can be noticed from Table 3. Hughes and Veron (2018) also
reported occasional misrepresentation of synoptic features in their WRF simulations of SB events.
Rejection in Filter 2 is given by decreases in the equivalent potential temperature at 850 hPa (𝜃e,850 ) greater
than 1.5 K in 6 hr, associated with the passage of cold synoptic fronts. Figure 4 shows composite maps of
the daily minimum decrease of this magnitude in 6 hr (either from 6 to 12 or 12 to 18 UTC) for the BR,
WR, OR, and CC days, both from the reanalysis and WRF database. In the 23 BR days the spatial pattern
giving rise to the rejection is similar both in reanalysis and WRF, while in the model the decrease in 𝜃e,850
around Cabauw is greater (−4 vs. −3 K per 6 hr) and more extended toward the North Sea than in the
reanalysis. The standard deviation is also greater (3 vs. 2 K per 6 hr). The trend of this variable is positive in the CC days for both databases, slightly higher in the reanalysis over the continent (Figure 4c). In
the WR and OR days, however, the spatial patterns differ substantially. First, in the days that are rejected
by WRF but not by the reanalysis (72 in total, Figures 4e and 4f), Δ𝜃e,850 /6 hr is around −3.5 K per 6 hr
at Cabauw in the model database, although the negative spatial pattern is not as intense as in the BR
days (Figure 4b). In the reanalysis, the negative pattern (weaker than in the model) is represented over
the North Sea, but not reaching the continental area of Cabauw. This suggests that WRF is simulating forward the passage of the cold fronts. The pattern is reversed in the 33 OR days (Figures 4g and 4h), but in
this case the decrease in Δ𝜃e,850 is more localized in the reanalysis, while the pattern around Cabauw is
unclear in the model. Indeed, the average in the grid point of Cabauw is above −1.5 K per 6 hr, but it is
surrounded by lower values particularly toward the North Sea. It suggests, therefore, that the manifestation
of the cold front in this variable is somewhat misrepresented in WRF. It must be noted also that the number of WR days is considerably greater than the number of OR days. The comparison shows that the model
tends to overestimate the decrease in 𝜃e,850 , overestimating consequently the passage of cold synoptic fronts
(95 vs. 56).
3.2. Mesoscale
The third filter discards days in which precipitation is greater than 0.1 mm in Cabauw. Since situations dominated by the synoptic scales are rejected in the two previous filters, exclusion in this filter occurs mainly
due to convective mesoscale rainfall. The impact of the third filter is greater in WRF: It rejects 28% of the
days (80 in total), contrasting with the 18% (59 in total) from the observations. For this filter we just analyze the recorded/simulated precipitation in Cabauw, since the spatial distribution of the precipitation is
meaningless for the SB selection. A bias in the estimated precipitation from WRF has also been found in
previous studies; for instance, Bughici et al. (2019) related this bias with the misrepresentation of the wind
speed, which influences the evapotranspiration and, consequently, the simulated precipitation. The bias in
our case could therefore be influenced by the poor representation of the surface-layer physics in Cabauw.
From the rejected days, 29 are BR days, that is, rejected by both databases. In those days, daily-accumulated
precipitation is slightly underestimated in the model: (4.3 ± 2.2) mm versus (6.2 ± 5.4) mm. From the 80
days rejected in total in WRF, 10 are within the OR days from Filter 2. In other words, almost 1/3 of the days
that were rejected by the reanalysis but not by the WRF simulations in the second filter are rejected in this
third filter. Hence, Filter 3 also works discarding the events with cold fronts that were misrepresented by
𝜃e,850 in the model. Interestingly, in these 10 days, precipitation is significantly overestimated in the model:
(7.8 ± 2.9) mm versus (1.8 ± 1.4) mm. Moreover, 25 events from 80 are rejected by WRF but not by the observations so far (in the first three filters of the algorithm), with an average daily-accumulated precipitation of
(3.1 ± 1.7) mm in the model. On the other hand, 13 from the 59 days rejected in the observations are within
the 72 WR days in Filter 2. This result implies that few cold-frontal days may also be poorly represented by
𝜃e,850 in the reanalysis, which are eventually discarded in Filter 3. As occurred with the model, in this case
the accumulated precipitation is significantly greater in the observations: The average daily precipitation is
of (8.0 ± 8.5) mm in the observations and of (2.2 ± 1.3) mm in WRF. Finally, only 4 from 59 are rejected by
ARRILLAGA ET AL.
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Figure 4. Composite maps of Δ𝜃e,850 , from reanalysis data (left) and WRF simulations (right), for different groups of
events: both-rejected (BR), coincident (CC), WRF-rejected (WR), and observations-rejected (OR) days in Filter 2. The
number of events of each group is included in brackets. The gray contours with the labels represent the standard
deviation of the composites.
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Figure 5. Composite maps of T at 2 m in the coastal area around Cabauw, from reanalysis data and WRF simulations,
for different groups of events: both-rejected (BR), coincident (CC), and WRF-rejected (WR) days in Filter 4. The
number of events of each group is included in brackets. The gray contours with the labels represent the standard
deviation of the composites. The white circle pinpoints the grid point over the sea, and the white asterisk represents the
grid point corresponding to Cabauw. Note that their position is slightly different in the model and in the reanalysis.
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the observations but not by the WRF database until the third filter. The average observed precipitation is of
(1.0 ± 0.6) mm in this case. Therefore, we can conclude that WRF overestimates remarkably the amount of
days with low rainfall: 25 in which the recorded precipitation is below 0.1 mm, contrasting with the 4 from
the observations. As a consequence, the number of selected SB days is reduced in WRF.
Filter 4 rejects days in which a minimum land-sea temperature difference of 2 K at 12 UTC is not exceeded.
Figure 5 shows composites of the 2-m air temperature in the coastal area around Cabauw at that time, for
the reanalysis and WRF simulations. This filter discards only one event in WRF, which is also rejected in
the observations (BR day). The land-sea temperature contrast, measured from the difference between the
grid point corresponding to Cabauw and the grid point over the North Sea, is almost null in the reanalysis
(Figure 5a), whereas it is notably greater in the model (Figure 5b), although <2 K. The overestimation of the
land-sea temperature gradient is more evident in the 132 CC days. The average ΔT is of ≃4 K in the reanalysis
and ≃8 K in WRF. This great overestimation arises partially from slightly greater simulated temperature
inland (∼1 K), but particularly from the significant lower simulated temperature over the sea (∼3 K). The 57
OR days also show this bias, reflecting the almost negligible effect of this filter in the numerical simulations.
The slight overestimation of the temperature over land is partly driven by that of the SH flux over land, as
will be shown later. Part of the bias could be driven by the LSM and the representation of the soil moisture,
which exerts an important influence on the energy distribution between the turbulent fluxes. In any case,
the physical processes taking place in the surface layer, particularly close to the land/sea-air boundaries, are
in some cases not well captured by mesoscale models (e.g., Cuxart et al., 2015). Reproducing more realistic
land-sea contrasts is therefore still a challenge.
On the other hand, it can be noted that the temperature decrease from the continent to the sea is graduated and smooth in the reanalysis, whereas it is very sharp and restricted to the coastal area in the WRF
simulations. This difference arises partly from the higher horizontal resolution from WRF compared to the
reanalysis and can also be connected with the thermal characteristics of the simulated SBFs. This and other
physical aspects of the SBFs are compared and analyzed later in section 4.2.
3.3. Local Influences
The last filter evaluates the wind veering produced by the SBF passage. It selects days with a minimum
veering or shift of 45◦ in the wind direction between 10 and 20 UTC, followed by a 2-hr period in which the
onshore direction is maintained with a slight oscillation (in average below 15◦ ) around this last direction.
Days with a shift above 22.5◦ followed by an average oscillation below 5◦ are also accepted. Filter 5 turns
out to be very selective when applied to the model and rejects around 73% of the days that pass Filter 4. Part
of the rejection, however, arises from the adaptation of this filter from 10-min to 1-hr time resolution, as
occurs in the observational database. In AR18, 102 SB events resulted from the application of the filter with
10-min resolution, 27 more than employing 1-hr resolution. Approximately half of the 27 rejected days are
rejected due to a lack of a sufficiently large veering of the wind, while the rest are discarded due to excessive
oscillation of the direction after the veering.
We analyze this filter by exploring the wind roses before (left) and after the onset (right) in Figure 6. In the
former, the wind direction just before the onset is represented, together with the magnitude of the veering at
the onset. In the latter, we show the wind direction at the moment of the onset and the average oscillation of
the wind direction 2 hr after the onset. We compare the 10-m wind speed from the observations in Cabauw
and from the grid point closest to Cabauw in the smallest domain of the WRF simulations. In this figure
we do not analyze the days rejected by this filter, but the accepted ones. Apart from the CC days, the wind
roses are shown for the WRF-accepted (WA) and observations-accepted (OA) days, which are accepted in
each database but not in the other. The WA and OA days must not be confused with OR and WR days,
respectively: Indeed, the WR days, for instance, are not necessarily OA days in each filter, since the second
can have been rejected in WRF in any of the previous filters.
In the CC days the directions with a southerly component (90–270◦ ) dominate in the observations before
the onset (Figure 6a), whereas northerly directions (270–90◦ ) dominate in the case of WRF (Figure 6b). This
discrepancy can be explained by the great variability in the wind direction prior to the SB onset, coinciding
with the wind-speed decrease, which is misrepresented in the models (such as for instance was found in
Jiménez, Simó et al., 2016). As a consequence, the magnitude of the veering is greater in general in the
observations. At the onset, SB directions are slightly shifted toward the NW and NE in the model (Figure 6h),
underestimating the north SB frequency. The oscillation 2 hr after the onset is similar in both databases. In
ARRILLAGA ET AL.
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Figure 6. Wind roses at 10 m from reanalysis data and WRF simulations, for different groups of events: coincident (CC), observations-accepted (OA), and
WRF-accepted (WA) days in Filter 5. The number of events of each group is included in brackets. To the left of the dashed vertical line, wind roses show wind
direction 1 hr before the onset, and the colors show the magnitude of the veering in the onset, whereas to its right, they show the wind direction at the onset
and the colors the average oscillation of the wind direction 2 hr after the onset.

the 54 OA days the wind direction before the onset is similar in the observations and WRF, but the veering
of the wind is significantly smaller in WRF: it is just above 22.5◦ in few cases. Note that the onset reference
employed in the WRF wind rose of the OA days is the same from the observations, and vice versa in the WA
days. The observational wind direction at the onset is very similar from the CC days (Figure 6i). Except for
few E-SE directions, the wind directions in WRF show SB directions, but with an excessively large oscillation
after the onset in some cases. In any case, the change of the wind rose from before onset (Figure 6d) until
the moment of the onset (Figure 6j) suggests that the model could be reproducing a SBF passage, although
it does not meet the requirements from the algorithm in this filter. In the WA days the prevailing directions
are north and NW (Figure 6e), indicating that the SB onset may already have occurred in the observations
by the time WRF reproduces it, but it is not accepted by the requirements of the algorithm. A large part
of the rejection in the observations occurs due to the great oscillation of the wind direction after the onset
(Figure 6k). The evolution of the observational wind roses from before until the onset does not suggest the
existence of a SB passage in this case, unlike the wind roses from WRF on the OA days.
It is noteworthy that there are more OA than WA days in Filter 5 (54 vs. 34). It must be emphasized that this
does not necessarily imply that WRF reproduces fewer SB days but that the frontal requirements from the
algorithm are more frequently met in the observations than in the WRF database. In fact, the application of
the algorithm is not carried out to obtain statistics of SB occurrences in Cabauw but to select clear SBF passages. One relevant question regarding our scaling analysis is in which filters are the 54 OA days discarded
in the WRF database: 20% in Filter 1, 15% in Filter 2, 17% in Filter 3, none in Filter 4, and 48% in Filter 5.
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Figure 7. Histogram of onset times for the (a) 75 observed, (b) 55 simulated, (c) 21 coincident days in the observations,
and (d) 21 coincident days in WRF. The monthly distribution is shown in colors, and the wind-direction distribution in
black lines. The frequency scale (y axis) is the same between (a) and (b), and (c) and (d). Local summer time is
UTC + 2.

The greatest discrepancy results clearly from Filter 5, which is very demanding to assure that the final days
are clear SBF passages.
The resultant 21 CC events are the ones employed to carry out the verification of the model, as well as the
analysis of the reproduced SBF characteristics and their interaction with turbulence in section 4. From the
21 CC days, 18 are within the 102 resultant events previously discussed by AR18. Hence, the 21 CC SB days
may not be absolutely representative of the observed SB characteristics in Cabauw (as from AR18) but allow
an objective and consistent comparison with the SB events reproduced by the WRF model.

4. Assessment of the Model Performance
Before fully focusing on the analysis of the 21 CC days, these are compared with the 75 and 55 selected SB
days from the observational and WRF databases (see last line from Table 2) in the following subsection.
4.1. SB Databases
We start contrasting the SB databases from the observations and WRF by clustering them together in histograms (Figure 7). They illustrate the frequency of SB onset at different times of day, shown for different
months and SB directions (NW and N-NE). As was concluded in AR18, the synoptic horizontal pressure
gradient is mainly responsible for the different SB directions. The NW SB [290–350◦ ], which is formed in the
North Sea (see Figure 1), develops under a high-pressure system to the south of the Netherlands, whereas
the N-NE [350–45◦ ] SB is propagated over the Markermeer and IJsselmeer closed seas (see Figure 1) when
the high-pressure system is to the north of the country.
Comparing first the 75 observed (Figure 7a) and the 55 simulated (Figure 7b) SB events, we find that WRF
does not reproduce the increase in the onset frequency between 1500 and 1900 UTC as in the observed
SB days. That increase was even more clearly observed from the 102 SB days in AR18. The absence of
the increase in the simulations is directly linked with the fact that mesoscale models misrepresent the
acceleration in the inland propagation of SBFs in the late afternoon, when convection is already decaying
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Figure 8. Ten-meter wind roses at the SB onset for the (a) 75 observed SB days, (b) 55 simulated SB days, (c) 21
coincident days from observations, and (d) 21 coincident days from WRF.

(Crosman & Horel, 2010). Hence, the distribution of SB-onset frequencies is more uniform throughout the
day in the model. The wind-direction distribution is different as well. We find an increase in the frequency
of NE SBs and a decrease of the NW SB days at the end of the day particularly for the SB events from WRF.
As can be noted from Figure 1 the area surrounding Cabauw is very flat, so that the influence of topography in the SB direction is null. Hence, we can hypothesize that WRF overestimates the relative weight of
the Coriolis term and advances its influence in the late afternoon/evening, which would explain the greater
and earlier increase of the NE SB directions. More light is shed into this issue later in subsection 4.3, when
comparing the daily wind evolution for two individual cases.
Regarding the 21 CC days (Figures 7c and 7d), the maximum in the onset frequency is delayed in the model:
It is observed between 1500 and 1800 UTC, but in the model takes place roughly between 1600 and 2000 UTC,
clearly contrasting with the uniformity of the distribution from the 55 simulated days (Figure 7b). From
individual inspection of the CC days (not shown), we find that the onset time of SBs is overall delayed in the
model: The onset-time bias is around 25 min. Furthermore, the delay or advance in few individual events is
even greater than 5 hr. We calculate a RMSE of the onset time of almost 4 hr, indicating that the model has an
important deviation in reproducing the exact onset time of the SB passage as it is defined in the algorithm.
However, the bias is in a large part affected by the difficulty of capturing the frontal passage from the last
filter. Salvador et al. (2016) also reported a delay of the WRF model in reproducing the SB onset, associated
with the opposing effect of the offshore synoptic wind. The lack of coincidence in the SB onset times can
also be noticed from the monthly distribution of the histograms. The increase of NE SBs between 1600 and
2000 UTC is also evident in the 21 CC days from WRF.
We further explore the performance of the model in reproducing the observed SB direction and intensity
from wind roses at 10 m agl in Figure 8. As stated before for the CC days from Figure 6, the model tends to
shift the SB directions toward the NE and NW (Figure 8b), underestimating the north SB frequency from
the observations (Figure 8a). It has to be taken into account that the model at 2-km resolution may not
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Figure 9. Time evolution of the average (a) latent-heat and (b) sensible-heat fluxes and their standard deviation on the
21 coincident SB days, in circles for the observations and solid lines for the numerical simulations. Vertical lines with
triangle markers in (b) delimit the sensible-heat flux values for the 3 ABL regimes (convective, transition, and stable),
in green for the model, and in black for the observations. Gray vertical lines are coincident for the model and the
observations.

adequately include the more local scales. On the other hand, the 21 CC observed SB events are clearly weaker
than the 75 observed days. Comparing the 55 simulated days (Figure 8b) with the 21 CC simulated days
(Figure 8d), we find a decrease of the NW SB cases (again the most intense ones). On the other hand, comparing the numerical simulations and observations on the 21 CC days, we find that WRF overestimates slightly
the SB intensity, especially in the case of NNE SBs. The enhancement of the NNE SB intensity can be linked
with the fact that WRF tends to sharpen the thermal gradient between the Markermeer and IJsselmeer
closed seas and Cabauw, comparing with the gradient between the North Sea and Cabauw (see Figures 5c
and 5d). In addition, the systematic and positive bias in the wind speed that is usually present in WRF (in
average of 0.4 m/s as calculated in Jiménez, Simó et al., 2016) also contributes to the stronger SB intensity.
Besides, we conclude that the strongest SB events from the observations are not selected by WRF and the
intensity of some of the selected ones is overestimated. This latter finding contrasts with the conclusions
from Hughes and Veron (2018), where they found weaker SBs which dissipate earlier in the model.
4.2. Interaction With Local Turbulence
In the previous subsection, we have compared the onset features of all the SB days selected by the algorithm
both from the observations and WRF simulations. However, as discussed in AR18, the SBF arrives in Cabauw
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in most of the cases during AET of the ABL, a stage in which a complex decay of turbulence takes place
(Lothon et al., 2014). Hence, the local-turbulence and stability conditions at the arrival time of the SBF are
fundamental to understand the subsequent evolution of the SB and its impact on the lower atmosphere.
4.2.1. ABL Regimes
From the value of the SH flux at the onset with respect to the diurnal maximum value, a classification of
the SB events into three ABL regimes is carried out: convective, transition, and stable regimes (for further
information we refer the reader to section 4 in AR18). To show the differences in local forcings, we compare
the latent heat (LH) and SH fluxes in Figure 9. In the case of the latter, those differences have an impact on
the regime classification.
WRF overestimates around 20% the peak value of the LH flux and delays its evolution about 1.5 hr (Figure 9a)
on the SB days. The overestimation of the SH flux is significantly greater (more than 100% for the peak),
whereas the delay in the evolution is smaller than for the LH flux (Figure 9b). By comparing the standard
deviation of observations and simulations, we find that during daytime, in spite of having a wide range of
variability, the evolutions of the SH do not overlap. Regarding the rest of the terms of the surface-energy
balance (not shown here), the net radiation is slightly overestimated in the model during daytime (up to
15–20%), whereas the soil-heat flux is adequately represented. The latter is calculated in an explicit way as
the residual flux of the net radiation and the turbulent fluxes. The methodology and corrections employed
to calculate the observational soil-heat flux are detailed in Ronda and Bosveld (2009).
Hence, there is a slight excess of the available energy reaching the surface in the model. Previous sensitivity experiments carried out with our numerical database have shown that the overestimation of the
SH flux could be offset by employing lower and more realistic values of the albedo and by enhancing the
soil-moisture values (not shown). Moreover, this strong overestimation of the SH flux was also observed
in the simulations carried out in the area of Cabauw from the WRF model in Steeneveld et al. (2011),
although the temperature profiles were adequately reproduced. Sun et al. (2017) found an overestimation
of the SH flux of similar magnitude using the YSU ABL scheme in their simulations from the WRF model,
but in this case producing a positive bias in the 2-m air temperature. On the other hand, it must also be
taken into account that measurements tend to underestimate the turbulent fluxes as reported for instance
in Foken (2008). Also related, the surface-energy imbalance in Cabauw, as in other sites around the world,
is a well-documented issue (e.g., Bosveld, 2010; de Roode et al., 2010).
On the other hand, the model delays approximately 1 hr the moment at which the SH reverses it sign. Even
though the delay is more evident in the case of the LH flux, it is more relevant in the case of the SH flux,
since it is one of the main drivers in establishing the unstable or stable stratification around Cabauw. By
way of example, the stable regime is established almost 1 hr later in the model, and hence, the SBF arriving
in the simulation at the same time as in the observations evolves dynamically in a different way. This can
be an important source of bias when forecasting SB phenomena and the variables closely related to them.
Hence, a better representation of surface and ABL processes is highly relevant in a mesoscale model.
We compare in Figure 10 the average wind speed, potential temperature, specific humidity, and MLH for the
model and observations on the 21 CC SB days by classifying them into the three ABL regimes. The average
for each regime was calculated by normalizing all the events with respect to the SB onset. The simulated
variables in this figure are taken from the gridpoint closest to Cabauw.
First, from the 21 CC days we find that 5 (5 in WRF) are within the convective regime, 12 (10 in WRF) in the
transition regime, and 4 (6 in WRF) in the stable regime. However, it is remarkable that we only find regime
coincidence in 1/5 of the cases from the convective regime, 6/12 from the transition regime, and 1/4 from the
stable regime, which makes the comparison more challenging. In any case, the conditions for each regime
are similar in terms of local turbulence, and therefore, the comparison is yet consistent. Besides, due to the
quality control of the MLH estimation from the wind profiler, 61% of data were missing, and therefore, we
just represent the simulated values coinciding with observed MLH data.
In general, the impact of the SBF on the represented variables is different depending on the ABL regime,
and WRF simulations differ in how this impact is manifested. At this point it is necessary to note that the
reader can find a lack of similarity with the results presented in AR18. That is due to two main reasons: First,
the time resolution in this study has been adapted to 1 hr, so that the evolution of the different variables is
smoothed, and second, we only show 21 events (from which 18 are coincident with the 102 employed in
AR18).
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Figure 10. Time evolution of the average (a) wind speed, (b) potential temperature, (c) specific humidity, and (d) MLH
and its standard deviation between 3 hr before and 2 hr after the onset of the 21 coincident SB days for the three ABL
regimes (convective, transition, and stable). The dashed vertical line identifies the 1-hr measurement just before the
onset, which occurs between the dashed line and time = 0.

Starting with the convective regime, wind speed is underestimated by around 1 m/s prior to the SB onset
(Figure 10a). The reproduced SBF in the model is sharper, which is in agreement with the stronger SB
intensity observed in Figure 8d. Potential temperature is considerably overestimated (up to 2 K after the
onset) and specific humidity underestimated (around 0.5 g/kg). The simulated specific humidity at 10 m is
considerably biased with respect to the rest of the levels and also with respect to the observed values, which is
illustrating a remarkable bias from the WRF model in computing this variable near the surface. With respect
to the MLH, it is approximately between 400 and 700 m deeper in WRF, which could be partly influenced
by the issue of the wind profiler in detecting the top of the mixing layer. In any case, the above commented
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biases in the model for the potential temperature, specific humidity, and MLH can be explained by the
great overestimation of the SH flux. A greater SH flux induces a greater warming of the lower atmosphere,
greater convection, and a stronger vertical mixing with drier air above. Regarding the intensity of SBFs,
the enhanced SH flux has an opposite effect. On the one hand, the induced greater convection reduces
the intensity of SBFs by producing frontolysis, that is, by increasing the mixing between the maritime and
continental air masses (Ogawa et al., 2003). On the other hand, the greater SH flux over land sharpens
the land-sea thermal contrast and consequently increases the inland penetration and intensity of the SBF
(Crosman & Horel, 2010). Since in our case the modeled SBFs are stronger, it seems that the second effect
with a more mesoscale character dominates over the first.
In the transition regime both the SBF intensity and the stratification of the wind speed 2 hr after the onset
are slightly overestimated. The four variables show a sharper transition in the model, from well-mixed conditions 3 hr before the onset to an already stratified lower atmosphere 2 hr after the onset. For instance, the
vertical difference between 20 and 200 m for the specific humidity is of ∼0.2 g/kg 3 hr before the onset both
in observations and WRF, and of ∼0.6 g/kg in the observations and ∼1.1 g/kg in the numerical simulations
2 hr after the onset. The acceleration of the afternoon transition (AT) due to the SBF passage observed in
AR18 is overstated in WRF. In the model the transition from convective to stable depends on the value of the
Richardson number and for that reason takes place abruptly, which could also contribute to the acceleration
of the AT.
In the stable regime the stratification is already stable when the SBF arrives, but as it occurs in the transition
regime, the stabilization process is enhanced in the model. We quantify this effect by analyzing the evolution
of the potential temperature and the specific humidity. In the case of the former variable, for instance, the
vertical difference between 10 and 200 m is of around 1 K 3 hr before the onset in the observations and of 0
K in WRF, whereas it reaches −4.5 K in the observations and −2.5 K in the model 2 hr after the onset. The
MLH shows a contrasting behavior in the model. Before the arrival of the SBF the observed MLH shows a
peak (∼1,300–1,400 m) despite the SH flux turns negative, whereas the model reproduces a shallow MLH,
typical of the nocturnal regime (∼200 m). As above commented, this difference can be partly associated
with the issue from the wind profiler itself (de Haij et al., 2007), which could be detecting the top of the
residual layer during the evening transition (ET). On the other hand, the MLH is determined from different
criteria in the observations and numerical simulations, which also increases the discrepancy. Likewise, the
parameterizations of the surface layer are based on Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST) formulation.
As was concluded in AR18, MOST fails in reproducing the surface-layer wind profile just after the SB onset,
which could also explain the considerable bias.
4.2.2. Impact on Turbulence
In order to quantify the impact of the SB passage on local turbulence during the AET of the ABL, we investigate the evolution of the friction velocity (u∗ ) related with mechanical turbulence, and convective velocity
(w∗ ) related with thermal turbulence, for the three ABL regimes (the second just in the convective regime)
in Figure 11. The calculated observational u∗ considers a regional wind-direction dependent roughness
length. In this way, the comparison with grid u∗ from WRF is more optimal and less dependent on the local
conditions around the 213-m tower in Cabauw (Beljaars & Bosveld, 1997; Verkaik & Holtslag, 2007). The
observational w∗ is calculated as the free-convection scaling velocity (Deardorff, 1972):
(
w∗,obs =

g ′ ′
w 𝜃v Zi
𝜃v

)1∕3
,

(1)

where 𝜃v is the virtual potential temperature at 2 m, w′ 𝜃v′ is the upward kinematic heat flux, and in Zi we
replace the MLH from the wind profiler. w∗ is only defined when w′ 𝜃v′ > 0, and since that requirement is
only assured between 2 hr before and 2 hr after the onset in the convective regime, it is just calculated for
this ABL regime.
Since we lack the upward kinematic heat flux in the model output, we calculate w∗ from the definition of
the SH flux:
(
w∗,mod =
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Figure 11. Time evolution of the average friction velocity (in black, left), convective velocity (in red, right), and their
standard deviation between 3 hr before and 2 hr after the onset of SBs for the 21 coincident SB days, separated in the
three ABL regimes (convective, transition, and stable). The dashed vertical line identifies the 1-hr measurement just
before the onset, which occurs between the dashed line and time = 0.

being H the SH flux (W/m2 ), 𝜌 the air density at 2 m, and cpd the specific heat of the dry air at constant
pressure. We substitute in this case the modeled MLH in Zi , which is calculated from the critical Richardson
number.
In the convective regime the enhancement in u∗ associated with the passage of the SBF is overestimated,
which is in agreement with greater modeled wind-speed increase. However, the enhanced vertical mixing in
the model compensates the underestimation of the wind prior to the SB onset (see Figure 10a), and hence,
the values of u∗ are similar before the arrival of the SBF. The values of w∗ in the model represent a significant increase at the SB onset (above 1.3 m/s from 3 hr before), contrasting with the observations (it roughly
increases 0.2 m/s in 3 hr). This overestimation is influenced by the greater vertical mixing (evident from the
comparison between the SH flux and the MLH), and in particular from the increase of the SH flux in the
model. In any case, the simulated quantity carries out a significantly greater variability than in the observations (note the difference in the standard deviation). In the transition regime u∗ is overestimated around
50% at the moment of the onset. In AR18 they proved how the increase of the shear induced by the SBF
resulted in an acceleration of the AT, so that the stable stratification was established before. The increase of
mechanical turbulence is greater in the model, which explains the sharper AT taking place in the numerical simulations (see Figure 10). However, the overestimation of local turbulence after the SB onset is not
present in the stable regime, and the simulated u∗ follows the observed one. In any case, the different variables represented in Figure 10 indicate that the lower atmosphere evolves in a distinct way once the stable
conditions are achieved. As reported in AR18, in the stable regime the onset of the SB brings the wind profile
within the surface layer out of the equilibrium with local turbulence. Since the ABL parameterizations in
WRF are based on MOST formulation, discrepancies can be expected in the evolution of distinct atmospheric
variables during the ET when the SBF arrives within this stage.
4.3. Individual Case Studies
Two individual representative case studies are shown in Figure 12 to complete the analysis, comparing the
daily evolution of the wind vectors. The 850-hPa wind from both the reanalysis and WRF simulations for
those events at 6, 12, and 18 UTC is also included to represent its influence. One of the case studies (27 July
2002) represents a CC event in which the 850-hPa wind is very similar between the model and the reanalysis,
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Figure 12. Daily evolution of the wind vectors in two case studies. For each event, the evolution of the 10-m and
850-hPa wind vectors (the latter is shown at 6, 12, and 18 UTC from thicker arrows) is represented for the observations
(blue) and numerical simulations (black). The corresponding SB onset is pointed by red arrows.

and the SB onset takes place simultaneously. The other event is an OA + WR day from Filter 5 (01 June
2010), in which the 850-hPa wind is notably biased compared with the reanalysis and so is the wind-vector
evolution at 10 m.
On the event corresponding to the 27 July 2002 the wind veers from the SSW to the NNW at 1800 UTC (in
blue, Figure 12a), which is identified by the last filter of the algorithm as the passage of the SBF. The wind
direction prior to the onset is almost parallel to the large-scale wind. In fact, in the absence of influencing
topographical features, and before the onset of the SB, the wind direction in Cabauw is mainly ruled by
the large-scale wind. Under very similar large-scale conditions, the model (in black) reproduces closely the
wind direction and intensity before and after the SB onset. The only slight discrepancy is that the wind after
the SBF passage blows from the NNE instead of NNW, partly influenced by the large-scale wind, which
blows from the SSE instead of south as in the reanalysis. Besides, as commented before, the thermal gradient
between the IJsselmeer and Cabauw is enhanced in the model, intensifying the NE SBs. And additionally,
in the observed SB days generally from 20 UTC on, the wind veers toward the ENE as a general trend (not
shown) influenced by the Coriolis force when the mesoscale gradient is weakened, as has also been reported
in previous observational and numerical analyses (Miller et al., 2003; Steele et al., 2013). The veering toward
the ENE is in many cases advanced and sharpened in the model, as can also be evidenced from Figure 12a
and Figures 7b and 7d. This suggests that the relative weight of the Coriolis term in the momentum budget
is overestimated in the model during the ET.
The bias in the large-scale wind is clearly manifested in the different wind-vector evolution on the 1 June
2010 (Figure 12b). In the reanalysis, the wind at 850 hPa blows from the south component at 12 and 18 UTC,
and the observed SBF passage produces a veering of the wind from the SW to NW at 13 UTC. In the model,
however, the wind at 850 hPa is largely biased and blows from the north component at 12 and 18 UTC. As
a consequence, the wind blows from the NW throughout the day, and the SBF passage is unrecognizable
from the wind direction, if existed that SBF in the model.
This result has evidenced the relevance of adequately simulating the large-scale conditions for a better SB
forecasting. As has been reflected, the wind-direction veering is not only affected by local features, but also
in an important manner by the synoptic wind even in days not dominated by the synoptic conditions, since
those events are rejected in the first two filters of the algorithm.

5. Conclusions and Future Prospects
SB frontal passages from a 10-year observational database, and from WRF numerical simulations spanning the same period, have been compared and analyzed in this study. The methodology employed follows
Arrillaga et al. (2018), in which the research strategy was applied solely to the observational database. This
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study extends the analysis to the numerical simulations. To select the SB events, a systematic algorithm
based on objective criteria is applied with the same thresholds to the variables from both the observations
and numerical simulations. One of the focuses has been put on disentangling the role of the large scale,
mesoscale, and local factors giving rise to discrepancy in the objective and systematic SB detection employed.
Below, we summarize the most relevant findings grouped according to the role of the different scales:
1. Synoptic scales: Around 30% of the discrepancy in the SB selection between the observations and numerical simulations arises from biases in the large-scale conditions. The simulated synoptic wind at 850 hPa,
in terms of intensity and direction, shows a satisfactory correspondence with the reanalysis. However,
local unrealistic representation of the synoptic wind, with an average bias of up to ±2 m/s in Cabauw,
gives rise to discordance in few cases. In connection with the rejection of cold synoptic fronts, composite
maps of the equivalent potential temperature show that the decrease in this variable is slightly overestimated in the model. Hence, the number of cold synoptic fronts is overstated, leading to a decrease in the
final number of SB days.
2. Mesoscales: The smallest discrepancy in SB events coincidence (6%) comes from mesoscale forcings. With
respect to exclusion due to precipitation, rejection is greater in the model (28% vs. 18%), particularly due
to the amount of days with low rainfall. Regarding the land-sea temperature gradient, the filtering of days
with small gradient is almost negligible in WRF, as a result of the great overestimation in this magnitude,
of up to 4 K in average. The enlarged gradient originates to a larger extent from the important underestimation of the air temperature over the sea, and to a lesser extent from higher inland temperature,
associated with the overestimation of the SH flux.
3. Local scales: The last filter from the algorithm is linked with the SB frontal passage, evaluated from the
evolution of the local surface wind direction. The strict requirements from this filter produce the greatest
rejection of days, particularly in the model database. In some rejected events in the observations and in
the model, the wind roses show the possible presence of the SB but are not finally selected objectively as
SB days due to a lack of a sufficiently large wind veering or due to excessive oscillation after the veering.
After applying this last filter, 21 SB days selected from the observational database are coincident in WRF.
The onset time is considerably biased in some of the coincident events, which can in any case be linked
with the challenge of capturing the frontal passage from an objective filter.
The simulated SB characteristics in the 21 coincident days show in general a good correspondence with the
observed ones, but some discrepancies are also revealed. First, the SB intensity is slightly overstated in WRF,
influenced by the enlarged land-sea thermal gradient and the systematic bias in the wind speed. On the
other hand, we find a disagreement in the temporal distribution of SB directions. The veering from NW to
NE directions occurs systematically earlier in the model. As inferred from the surface wind-vector evolution
in two representative events, differences in the large-scale wind direction induce important alterations in
the 10-m wind. However, since the large-scale wind does not show a systematic bias, we attribute the early
veering to an overestimation in the relative weight of the Coriolis term in the model.
Finally, given the importance of the SB-turbulence interaction during the AET, as was proved in Arrillaga
et al. (2018), the coincident SB events have been classified into different ABL regimes. These, are defined
according to the local turbulence at the moment of the onset. The evolution of the different variables within
the lower atmosphere reveals interesting results for the model. The acceleration of the afternoon transition
as a result of the SBF passage is overstated. The stabilization process during the evening transition after
the SB onset also occurs faster in WRF, which is evidenced from the rapid increase in the stratification of
variables such as the specific humidity and the abrupt decrease in the MLH. Additionally, as a consequence
of the stronger SBF passage, the values of the friction and convective velocity after the onset are significantly
magnified by the model in the convective and transition regimes. Given the important influence of local
turbulence in the characteristics of the SB, improving the representation of the AET in the model is necessary
for getting a more realistic representation of the SB and its impacts.
The presented results can be considered a benchmark of the aspects to be improved in order to produce finer
SB forecasts and more adequate representations of the associated physical processes, particularly during the
AET of the ABL. The analysis has been carried out for one site but could be extended in future investigations
by using more emplacements to explore the propagation of frontal passages and validate modeled spatial
patterns.
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